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Abstract

This paper describes the University of Helsinki
Language Technology group’s participation in
the WMT 2019 similar language translation
task. We trained neural machine translation
models for the language pairs Czech ↔ Pol-
ish and Spanish ↔ Portuguese. Our experi-
ments focused on different subword segmenta-
tion methods, and in particular on the compar-
ison of a cognate-aware segmentation method,
Cognate Morfessor, with character segmenta-
tion and unsupervised segmentation methods
for which the data from different languages
were simply concatenated. We did not ob-
serve major benefits from cognate-aware seg-
mentation methods, but further research may
be needed to explore larger parts of the param-
eter space. Character-level models proved to
be competitive for translation between Spanish
and Portuguese, but they are slower in training
and decoding.

1 Introduction

Machine translation between closely related lan-
guages is, in principle, less challenging than trans-
lation between distantly related ones. Sharing
large parts of their grammars and vocabularies
reduces the amount of effort needed for a ma-
chine translation system to be able to general-
ize (Pourdamghani and Knight, 2017). Neverthe-
less, and especially since the languages offered in
this shared task are to some extent morpholog-
ically complex, we assume that proper subword
segmentation will be beneficial for neural machine
translation (NMT) performance. In particular, we
aim at consistent segmentation across both related
languages. While generic subword segmentation
methods such as BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016), Mor-
fessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2007; Grönroos et al.,
2014), or SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson,
2018) yield improved consistency by concatenat-

ing data from the two languages and training a sin-
gle segmentation model, the Cognate Morfessor
method (Grönroos et al., 2018) explicitly relies on
cognate word pairs to enforce consistent segmen-
tation.

The University of Helsinki participated in the
similar language translation task for the language
pairs Czech↔ Polish and Spanish↔ Portuguese,
obtaining the following rankings:
– third (out of six) on Portuguese→ Spanish,
– fourth (out of five) on Spanish→ Portuguese,
– third (out of five) on Czech→ Polish,
– first (out of two) on Polish→ Czech.

Section 2 describes the different subword seg-
mentation techniques we considered in our work.
Section 3 details the training data and our prepro-
cessing pipeline, whereas Section 4 presents the
models we evaluated and the models we submit-
ted, together with the results.

2 Subword segmentation

Our experiments focused on four subword seg-
mentation methods, which are summarized shortly
in this section.

2.1 Character segmentation
For similar languages, a commonly used seg-
mentation scheme is character-level segmentation,
where every character, including the space char-
acter, is considered independently. The idea of
character-level machine translation for similar lan-
guages dates back to SMT times (e.g. Tiede-
mann, 2009). More recently, character-level NMT
has shown promising results for distant languages
(Costa-jussà and Fonollosa, 2016; Lee et al., 2017)
as well as for similar ones (Costa-jussà et al.,
2017).

The advantage of character-level models is that
they do not require any other type of preprocess-
ing such as tokenization or truecasing, and that
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the segmentation algorithm is free of hyperparam-
eters. However, character-level NMT models tend
to be slow due to the greater length of the se-
quences.

2.2 Morfessor
Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2002, 2007) is a
method for unsupervised morphological segmen-
tation. In contrast to the byte-pair encoding (BPE)
algorithm widely adopted in neural machine trans-
lation (Sennrich et al., 2016), Morfessor defines
a proper statistical model and applies maximum
a posteriori estimation for the model parameters.
The granularity of the segmentation (and thus size
of the subword lexicon) is tunable by inserting a
hyperparameter for varying the balance between
prior and data likelihood (Kohonen et al., 2010).
The prior can be considered as a encoding cost
for the subword lexicon, and the likelihood as
encoding cost for the corpus given the lexicon.
In the first Morfessor variant, Morfessor Baseline
(Creutz and Lagus, 2002; Virpioja et al., 2013), the
statistical model is a unigram language model, i.e.,
the subword units are assumed to occur indepen-
dently in words. Under this assumption, the prob-
ability of a sequence of tokens is simplified to be
the product of the subword occurrence probabili-
ties, which enables an efficient training algorithm.

The Morfessor Baseline method has been
widely tested in automatic speech recognition
(ASR) for various languages (Kurimo et al., 2006;
Creutz et al., 2007). Smit et al. (2017) report that it
performs slightly better in Finnish ASR compared
to BPE. Morfessor Baseline and BPE segmenta-
tions have not been compared so far with respect
to the performance in NMT. However, the Mor-
fessor FlatCat variant (Grönroos et al., 2014) have
been tested in English-to-Finnish NMT (Grönroos
et al., 2017) and Turkish-to-English NMT (Ata-
man et al., 2017). While the former does not pro-
vide comparison to other segmentation methods,
Ataman et al. (2017) report significant improve-
ments over BPE segmentation for Turkish.

2.3 Cognate Morfessor
Cognate Morfessor (Grönroos et al., 2018) is a
variant of Morfessor designed to optimize sub-
word segmentation for two related languages so
that segmentations are consistent especially for
cognates, i.e., word pairs that are similar or-
thographically, semantically, and distributionally.
Cognate Morfessor extends the cost function of

Morfessor Baseline (consisting of a lexicon and
corpus coding costs) by three lexicon and corpus
costs: one for each language, and one for edit op-
erations that transform the cognate forms between
the languages. Having more components in the
cost function means that they can also be weighted
separately; the method has one hyper-parameter
for the monolingual corpus costs and one for the
edit operations.

The goal of Grönroos et al. (2018) was to im-
prove the translation accuracy from a language
with less parallel data (e.g. Estonian) using a re-
lated language with more data (e.g. Finnish) in the
same NMT system. However, Cognate Morfessor
is also a sensible segmentation approach for trans-
lating between two related languages. For cog-
nates for which the task is similar to translitera-
tion, the method can learn longer subword chunks
that can be transliterated in one step, reducing the
average number of tokens per word and improving
efficiency compared to character-based models.

Moreover, it can improve the consistency of the
segmentation compared to the common approach
of concatenating the bilingual corpora and opti-
mizing a joint subword lexicon for them. For ex-
ample, consider that some common inflection pro-
duces a slightly different suffix for the two lan-
guages. A joint lexicon is likely to have both suf-
fixes as subword units. Then the suffix for lan-
guage A may interfere with the segmentation of
stems of language B that happen to contain the
same string, and vice versa. Cognate Morfessor
can avoid such problems by keeping the suffixes
in separate lexicons.

2.4 SentencePiece unigram model

As discussed in Section 2.2, Morfessor Baseline
defines a unigram language model and determines
the size of its lexicon by using a prior probabil-
ity for the lexicon parameters. A more straightfor-
ward approach, first proposed by Varjokallio et al.
(2013) for application in ASR, is to fix the lexi-
con size beforehand and try to find the set of units
such that they maximize likelihood of the data for
a unigram model. Another heuristic search algo-
rithm for this problem has been proposed by Kudo
(2018). In addition, he proposes a subword reg-
ularization method for NMT: The unigram lan-
guage model can be used to generate multiple can-
didate segmentations to emulate noise and seg-
mentation errors in the data, and thus improve the
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Dataset ES↔ PT CS↔ PL

Europarl 1798 k 619 k
JRC-Acquis 1650 k 1311 k
Wikititles 621 k 249 k
News-Commentary 47 k —

Total 4116 k 2178 k

Table 1: Filtered parallel dataset statistics (sentence
pairs).

Direction Back-trans. Parallel Total

PT→ ES 3405 k 4116 k 7520 k
ES→ PT 2283 k 4116 k 6399 k
PL→ CS 765 k 2178 k 2943 k
CS→ PL 4273 k 2178 k 6451 k

Table 2: Back-translation and training data statistics
(sentence pairs).

robustness of the translation. The unigram method
by Kudo (2018) is implemented in the Sentence-
Piece software (Kudo and Richardson, 2018).

2.5 Byte pair encoding

In Sennrich et al. (2016) the authors adapt the byte
pair encoding (BPE) data compression algorithm
(Gage, 1994) to the task of word segmentation.
They use the idea of the original algorithm, iter-
atively replacing the most frequent pair of bytes
in a sequence with a single and unused byte, on
word segmentation by merging characters instead
of bytes. This allows for the representation of an
open vocabulary through a fixed-size vocabulary
of variable-length character sequences.

3 Data

The organizers of the similar languages task pro-
vided a fixed set of parallel datasets for training.
We filtered these datasets minimalistically, remov-
ing empty lines, lines with more than 500 tokens,
and lines with source-target length ratio higher
than 9.1 Table 1 reports the sizes of these datasets
after filtering.

We trained four character-level NMT systems
(see Section 4.1) with these parallel data in or-
der to create back-translations.2 We created

1We used the clean-corpus-n.perl script of the
Moses SMT distribution. See https://github.com/
moses-smt/mosesdecoder/

2We chose character-level systems for back-translation in

back-translations from all provided monolingual
datasets, starting from the beginning of each
dataset. Table 2 lists the amount of back-translated
sentence pairs per translation direction and sum-
marizes the amount of training data for the final
systems.

For the models based on Morfessor and Cognate
Morfessor, all data was normalized, tokenized and
truecased with the Moses tools3, while the models
based on SentencePiece were only truecased in the
same way. For the character-level models, a sec-
ond filtering step was applied to remove sentence
pairs with less than 20 or more than 1000 charac-
ters.

The development and test sets were processed
analogously, and the system outputs were detok-
enized and detruecased with the Moses tools.

4 Experiments and results

All our NMT models are trained with the same
translation toolkit – OpenNMT-py (Klein et al.,
2017) –, use the same model architecture – the
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) –, and the same
hyperparameters4. Training data are shuffled be-
forehand.

We set a threshold in terms of epochs for each
translation direction, after which we stop model
training.5 This allows us to compare models fairly,
as they have all seen the same amount of train-
ing data, which is not guaranteed when relying on
training time or number of batches.

Results on the development set are shown in Ta-
ble 3 and discussed in detail below. We report
two word-level metrics, BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) and TER (Snover et al., 2006), as well
as two character-level metrics, CharacTer (Wang
et al., 2016) and chrF (Popović, 2016). BLEU
and chrF are computed with SacreBLEU (Post,
2018).6 In order to quantify the impact of pre-
and post-processing, we compute BLEU scores
with the unprocessed reference as well as with
an additional reference that has been normalized,

order not to impose any prior decision on preprocessing and
segmentation.

3https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder/

4http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/FAQ.
html

5Note however that not all character-level models could
be trained sufficiently long due to timing constraints.

6Signatures: BLEU+case.mixed+numrefs.1+smooth.exp
+tok.13a+version.1.2.12; chrF2+case.mixed+numchars.6
+numrefs.1+space.False+tok.13a+version.1.2.12

https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/
http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/FAQ.html
http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/FAQ.html
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tokenized, truecased and de-truecased and detok-
enized. Surprisingly, the results with the two ref-
erences may vary by up to 2 points.

Despite the large amounts of available training
data, we chose hyperparameters resulting in rather
small vocabulary sizes for all subword splitting
schemes, ranging between 2800 and 8900 units
per language pair. This choice was guided by
three reasons: (1) the competitive performance of
character-level models, (2) the desire to force the
models to split words across languages, and to do
so not only for rare words, and (3) the competi-
tive performance of small vocabulary sizes in re-
lated problems such as historical text normaliza-
tion (Tang et al., 2018).

A general finding, shared by the other partici-
pants, is that the scores on the Slavic language pair
are much lower than on the Romance language
pair. We assume that the Spanish–Portuguese de-
velopment and test sets are built by translating di-
rectly from one language to the other, whereas
the Czech–Polish development and test sets had
been translated from English independently of
each other, leading to much freer translations. If
this hypothesis is correct, the automatic evaluation
scores for Czech–Polish may in fact underestimate
the real translation quality.

4.1 Character-level models

For each translation direction, we train a character-
level model on the parallel data only and use this
model to create back-translations for the opposing
direction. Table 3 show BLEU scores on the de-
velopment set under the Characters-Initial line.

Additional character-level models are trained
with included back-translations. Due to their good
overall performance, these models were selected
as contrastive runs for our submissions . They are
referred to as Characters in Table 3.

The comparison of development scores shows
the impact of back-translations: depending on the
translation direction, gains of 2 to 6 BLEU points
are observed. There is however no clear correla-
tion between the amount (or proportion) of added
back-translations and the scores.

4.2 Morfessor Baseline models

Morfessor Baseline segmentations were trained on
the concatenation of the source and language par-
allel training data using the Morfessor 2.0 soft-
ware (Virpioja et al., 2013). We used the default

parameters7 except that we applied log-dampening
and a minimum frequency threshold of 5. We
selected two corpus weight (α) values, 0.03 and
0.05, for our experiments. Models trained on the
latter setting were submitted as contrastive runs.

Results are shown in Table 3. All Morfessor
models outperform the character-level models on
the processed reference, but not necessarily on the
raw reference, suggesting that some normalization
and tokenization settings might have been harm-
ful. Unfortunately, we became aware of this issue
only after submission.

The differences between the two corpus cost
settings are marginal – in general, translation qual-
ity slightly improves for one direction but de-
creases for the other one.

4.3 Cognate Morfessor models
The Cognate Morfessor training method requires
cognate word pairs as input. We follow the
cognate extraction method presented in Grönroos
et al. (2018) with some minor modifications:

• Word-align the parallel corpora of the
two cognate languages. We use eflomal
(Östling and Tiedemann, 2016) and sym-
metrize the alignment with the grow-diag-
final-and heuristic.

• Remove all word pairs that contain punctua-
tion or occur less than 5 times.

• Filter the list of word pairs based on Leven-
shtein distance. If either of the words consists
of 4 or fewer characters, an exact match is
required. Otherwise, a Levenshtein distance
up to a third of the mean of the lengths is al-
lowed.

• Further filter the list to remove one-to-many
and many-to-one mappings, keeping only the
most frequent pairing.

Cognate Morfessor models have to be trained
on the full vocabulary, not only the cognate pairs.8

Therefore, the list of cognate pairs is comple-
mented with unaligned source-only and target-
only items. This resulted in a training vocabulary
of 140 227 entries for Spanish–Portuguese (63 355
cognate pairs + 35 351 monolingual ES words +

7https://morfessor.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/cmdtools.html#morfessor

8See https://github.com/Waino/
morfessor-cognates.

https://morfessor.readthedocs.io/en/latest/cmdtools.html#morfessor
https://morfessor.readthedocs.io/en/latest/cmdtools.html#morfessor
https://github.com/Waino/morfessor-cognates
https://github.com/Waino/morfessor-cognates
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Model Parameters Train. Vocab. Proc ref Raw reference
epochs size BLEU BLEU TER cTER chrF2

ES→ PT
Characters-Initial 5.0 562 52.46 53.90 27.00 19.61 76.72
‡ Characters 1.8 813 54.62 56.20 25.63 18.07 77.96

Morfessor Baseline α = 0.03 2.5 3090 57.43 56.14 26.38 18.36 77.88
‡ Morfessor Baseline α = 0.05 2.5 5187 56.94 55.28 28.76 18.64 77.43

Cognate Morfessor α = 0.001 2.5 2818 57.26 55.89 27.85 18.76 77.58
∗ Cognate Morfessor α = 0.01 2.5 3884 56.92 55.41 27.60 18.61 77.45

SentencePiece Unigram |V | = 5000 2.5 7668 59.76 57.79 25.58 17.55 78.52
Byte Pair Encoding |V | = 5000 2.5 6224 58.79 56.92 26.01 17.86 78.25

PT→ ES
Characters-Initial 4.0 562 55.38 56.20 26.35 18.68 78.24
‡ Characters 2.0 834 60.69 62.10 22.61 15.68 81.47

Morfessor Baseline α = 0.03 2.5 3090 62.78 60.77 23.30 15.81 81.32
‡ Morfessor Baseline α = 0.05 2.5 5187 62.89 60.87 23.42 15.63 81.34

Cognate Morfessor α = 0.001 2.5 2818 60.05 58.11 27.67 15.91 80.95
∗ Cognate Morfessor α = 0.01 2.5 3884 61.41 59.48 25.67 16.01 81.16

SentencePiece Unigram |V | = 5000 2.5 7664 62.06 60.27 24.68 16.75 80.05
Byte Pair Encoding |V | = 5000 2.5 6225 61.52 59.77 25.22 17.18 79.58

CS→ PL
Characters-Initial 11.1 419 8.51 8.64 79.16 68.33 35.97
‡ Characters 5.5 486 10.45 10.60 76.91 61.89 39.75

Morfessor Baseline α = 0.03 5.5 4181 12.17 11.90 75.27 61.83 40.72
‡ Morfessor Baseline α = 0.05 5.5 7255 11.93 11.71 76.12 62.29 40.46

Cognate Morfessor α = 0.001 5.5 2884 12.13 11.88 75.24 61.65 40.88
∗ Cognate Morfessor α = 0.01 5.5 4186 11.90 11.66 75.76 61.00 40.96

SentencePiece Unigram |V | = 5000 5.5 8841 9.98 9.74 77.25 66.37 37.39
Byte Pair Encoding |V | = 5000 5.5 6264 10.01 9.80 77.10 66.32 37.39

PL→ CS
Characters-Initial 11.2 419 11.14 11.34 71.06 71.77 34.39
‡ Characters 3.0 868 14.98 15.33 66.69 64.77 38.35

Morfessor Baseline α = 0.03 3.0 4181 15.68 15.39 66.06 64.55 39.22
‡ Morfessor Baseline α = 0.05 3.0 7255 15.80 15.52 66.45 64.36 39.30

Cognate Morfessor α = 0.001 3.0 2884 16.02 15.73 65.82 64.12 39.56
∗ Cognate Morfessor α = 0.01 3.0 4186 15.75 15.48 66.09 64.71 39.20

SentencePiece Unigram |V | = 5000 3.0 8682 13.56 13.28 67.44 69.03 36.93
Byte Pair Encoding |V | = 5000 3.0 5939 14.29 14.08 67.39 68.30 37.49

Table 3: Key figures and results of our experiments on the development set. All scores are percentage values. Proc
ref refers to a preprocessed and postprocessed version of the reference. Primary submissions are marked with ∗,
contrastive submissions with ‡.
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Model BLEU TER

ES→ PT
Characters 52.8 28.6
Morfessor Baseline (α = 0.05) 51.0 33.1
Cognate Morfessor (α = 0.01) 52.0 29.4

PT→ ES
Characters 59.1 25.5
Morfessor Baseline (α = 0.05) 58.6 25.1
Cognate Morfessor (α = 0.01) 58.4 25.3

CS→ PL
Characters 5.9 88.4
Morfessor Baseline (α = 0.05) 7.0 87.3
Cognate Morfessor (α = 0.01) 7.1 87.4

PL→ CS
Characters 6.6 80.2
Morfessor Baseline (α = 0.05) 7.2 79.6
Cognate Morfessor (α = 0.01) 7.0 79.4

Table 4: Official results of the submitted systems.
BLEU scores are based on mt-eval-v13b. The Cognate
Morfessor systems are primary submissions.

41 521 monolingual PT words) and 183 706 en-
tries for Czech–Polish (34 291 cognate pairs +
71 416 monolingual CS words + 77 999 monolin-
gual PL words). It clearly appears that the number
of cognate pairs is proportionally much lower for
Czech–Polish than for Spanish–Portuguese, and
further experiments will be required to quantify
the impact of the cognate extraction heuristics on
these results.

Cognate Morfessor has two hyper-parameters:
the monolingual corpus cost (α) and the edit oper-
ation weight. We keep the recommended value of
10 for the edit operation and experiment with two
values of α, 0.01 and 0.001. Moreover, we disable
the word-final epsilon symbol, which had been in-
troduced by Grönroos et al. (2018) to account for
situations where two aligned words do not have
the same number of morphs. An inspection of our
data showed that this configuration occurred very
rarely in both language families.

The Cognate Morfessor lines in Table 3 show
the NMT results obtained with these models.
Again, the choice of α value does not have a con-
sistent impact on the results. The cognate Morfes-
sor models consistently outperform the character
models when evaluated against the processed ref-
erence, but not when evaluated against the raw ref-

erence. They obtain very similar results compared
to the standard Morfessor approach.

Based on the results obtained on the develop-
ment data and the ability to specifically simulate
the conditions of closely related morphologically
rich languages, we selected the Cognate Morfes-
sor models with α = 0.01 as our primary systems.

4.4 SentencePiece unigram models

We trained the segmentation models only on the
available parallel datasets for each language pair,
following the findings of our submission to the
WMT18 translation task (Raganato et al., 2018).
We specified a vocabulary size of 5,000 tokens for
each language and we took advantage from the
tokenizer integrated in the SentencePiece imple-
mentation (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) by train-
ing the models on non-tokenized data. We applied
the same truecasing models as before.

Results reported in Table 3 show that the mod-
els trained on SentencePiece-encoded data are
consistently behind the Morfessor Baseline and
Cognate Morfessor ones, except for the Spanish–
Portuguese translation direction. This might be
caused by the choice of vocabulary size used and
the selected epoch in the table. These models
had not converged at the reported time, results
were chosen such that different models could be
comparable. Once converged, they achieved bet-
ter BLEU scores, but still fall behind the Cognate
Morfessor models.

4.5 Byte pair encoding models

We ran further contrastive experiments using the
well-known BPE segmentation (Sennrich et al.,
2016). Since the BPE models serve here only for
comparison purposes, we set them to be as com-
parable as possible to the other experiments. For
this reason, we jointly trained them on the parallel
datasets for each language pair and specified them
to have 5,000 merge operations. Said segmenta-
tion models were trained on previously tokenized
and truecased data.

5 Test results

We submitted three systems per language pair.
The official results are reproduced in Table 4. The
good performance of the character-level models
on Spanish–Portuguese and Portuguese–Spanish
can be attributed to the absence of pre- and post-
processing, as illustrated in Table 3, rather than to
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the underlying model architecture. The two Mor-
fessor systems can be considered equivalent, as no
clear winner emerges. The two official evaluation
metrics BLEU and TER do not rank the systems
consistently.

Character-level metrics were not provided by
the organizers, but follow-up experiments showed
that chrF2 yields the same rankings as BLEU,
whereas CharacTer deviates from BLEU and TER.

The results of our submissions – and of many
competitors in this shared task – lie very closely
together. Before drawing any conclusions, it
would therefore be useful to perform statistical
significance testing. MultEval (Clark et al., 2011)
provides significance scores through bootstrap re-
sampling, but requires the output from multiple
training runs of the same translation system. Un-
fortunately, we were not able to complete multiple
training runs of our models due to time constraints.

6 Conclusions

The University of Helsinki participation focused
on a single aspect of neural machine translation,
namely subword segmentation. Subword seg-
mentation that is consistent across the two lan-
guages has shown numerous benefits in transla-
tion quality, especially with respect to morpholog-
ically complex languages and for the translation
(or transliteration) of rare words.

One of the investigated subword segmentation
algorithms, Cognate Morfessor, was previously
used successfully in a multilingual setting (trans-
lating from English to two related languages,
Finnish and Estonian), and it seemed appealing to
us to test this approach on similar language pairs
from the Romance and Slavic language families.
We contrasted the Cognate Morfessor models with
three generic segmentation approaches: character
segmentation, Morfessor Baseline, and Sentence-
Piece. Our results did not show conclusive evi-
dence that Cognate Morfessor would outperform
the segmentation algorithms that did not use the
information on cognates, but we have only ex-
plored a small area of the parameter space. In par-
ticular, the impact of the vocabulary size – inde-
pendently of the segmentation method – on trans-
lation quality should be investigated further.

One rather surprising finding is the competitive-
ness of character-based models in the test evalu-
ation for the Romance languages. This suggests
that rule-based preprocessing and postprocessing

scripts such as tokenization, punctuation normal-
ization etc. can have a significant impact on the
resulting output and penalize systems that rely on
these scripts. Note, however, that models with a
few thousand vocabulary units are typically much
more efficient than pure character-level models in
terms of training and decoding.9

It is obvious that other aspects than subword
segmentation may have a decisive impact on trans-
lation quality: parallel corpus filtering methods,
the amount and quality of back-translations, as
well as fine-tuning towards the target domain are
known to be important factors. We have not con-
sidered these factors in our submissions, but the
shared task setup provides an interesting test bed
for further experiments.
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